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Foreword: The WIDA English Language Learner CAN DO Booklet
The WIDA Consortium, from its conception, envisioned a system of standards and assessments that would assist
schools in teaching academic language to English Language Learners (ELLs). This dream, now a reality, includes
the development of practical tools to guide teachers when designing and implementing lessons, monitoring student
progress, determining student language proficiency levels, collaborating across programs, and conveying results to
ELLs and their parents.
The WIDA English Language Learner CAN DO Booklet is a very important contribution to meeting these goals.
The booklet complements the WIDA English Language Proficiency Standards and provides a valuable set of resources
aligned to the Performance Definitions for the levels of English language proficiency. WIDA’s professional
development program works with these resources to assist teachers in embedding academic English into content
lessons and working school-wide to ensure the academic success of our culturally and linguistically diverse learners.
The WIDA Consortium recognizes that as a teacher of ELLs, you have a challenging but crucial job within your
school. We sincerely hope that this booklet and other WIDA resources help to make your work more effective and
your students more successful both in learning English and mastering challenging academic content.

Timothy Boals, Ph.D.
Executive Director
WIDA Consortium
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Introduction
The resources contained in this booklet are intended to support classroom instruction. As with all WIDA products and services, they
address language proficiency in relation to five English language proficiency (ELP) standards:
t
t
t
t
t
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ɨF-BOHVBHFPG-BOHVBHF"SUT
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The following table displays the major components of WIDA’s standards-based system. The bold-faced components are included in this
booklet and listed in the order in which they appear.

Components of WIDA’s Standards-based System
Standards-based Component

Distinguishing Feature

4USBOETPG.PEFM1FSGPSNBODF*OEJDBUPSTBT
representative of the WIDA English Language
Proficiency Standards

Illustrate how English language learners process and use language for each English
language proficiency standard, language domain, and language proficiency level
by grade level cluster

Performance Definitions

Outline how English language learners process and use language for each level of
language proficiency in grades K-12

CAN DO Descriptors

Describe how English language learners process and use language for each language
domain and level of language proficiency by grade level cluster

Speaking and Writing Rubrics

Document how English language learners process and use language in the domain
of speaking or writing for each level of language proficiency based on three criteria:
linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control in grades K-12

The resources contained in this booklet are intended to support
classroom instruction. The Performance Definitions (see page 4)
provide criteria that shape each of the six levels of English language
proficiency. The three bullets within each proficiency level in the
Performance Definitions represent:
t Linguistic Complexity—the amount and quality of speech
or writing for a given situation
t Vocabulary Usage—the specificity of words or phrases for a
given context
t Language Control—the comprehensibility of the
communication based on the amount and types of errors
The Performance Definitions provide a concise, global overview of
language expectations for each level of English language proficiency.
They span the spectrum of grade levels which means that educators
must interpret the meaning of the Definitions according to students’
cognitive development due to age, their grade level, their diversity of
educational experiences, and any diagnosed learning disabilities (if
applicable). For example, in level 5, “extended oral or written
discourse” would probably be indicated by a 1st grade student’s
ability to orally retell a story in a series of sentences using simple
transition words. However, a middle school student might be
expected to exhibit linguistic complexity at level 5 by incorporating
a variety of sentence structures in an essay several paragraphs in

length. It is important to recognize that the Performance Definitions
are the basis for use of other standards-based resources such as the
CAN DO Descriptors.
The CAN DO Descriptors (see pages 6-7) are the centerpiece
of this booklet, designed to support teachers by providing them
with information on the language students are able to understand
and produce in the classroom. What is unique about the CAN
DO Descriptors is that they apply to all five English language
proficiency standards, which means they provide an opportunity to
link language development across all academic content areas. The
Descriptors are intended to be used in tandem with the Performance
Definitions. This is because the quantity and quality of language
expected at a particular level of language proficiency may not be
fully indicated within the CAN DO Descriptor for each language
domain and proficiency level.
For example, the CAN DO Descriptors show that students may
be able to “identify” at various levels of language proficiency,
but the language (linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and
language control) they use will vary tremendously. At one end of
the spectrum, beginning English language learners may identify by
pointing or using short words or phrases, whereas at the end of the
language development continuum, students will begin to identify
complex themes and ideas described in detailed technical language.
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Performance Deﬁnitions for the Levels of English Language
Proﬁciency in Grades K-12
At the given level of English language proficiency, English language learners will process, understand, produce, or use:
6
Reaching

t specialized or technical language reflective of the content areas at grade level
t a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in extended oral or written discourse as required by the specified grade level
t oral or written communication in English comparable to English-proficient peers

5
Bridging

t specialized or technical language of the content areas
t a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in extended oral or written discourse, including stories, essays, or reports
t oral or written language approaching comparability to that of English-proficient peers when presented with grade-level material

4
Expanding

t specific and some technical language of the content areas
t a variety of sentence lengths of varying linguistic complexity in oral discourse or multiple, related sentences, or paragraphs
t oral or written language with minimal phonological, syntactic, or semantic errors that do not impede the overall meaning of the
communication when presented with oral or written connected discourse with sensory, graphic, or interactive support

3
Developing

t general and some specific language of the content areas
t expanded sentences in oral interaction or written paragraphs
t oral or written language with phonological, syntactic, or semantic errors that may impede the communication, but retain much of its
meaning, when presented with oral or written, narrative, or expository descriptions with sensory, graphic, or interactive support

2
Beginning

t general language related to the content areas
t phrases or short sentences
t oral or written language with phonological, syntactic, or semantic errors that often impede the meaning of the communication when
presented with one- to multiple-step commands, directions, questions, or a series of statements with sensory, graphic, or interactive support

1
Entering

t pictorial or graphic representation of the language of the content areas
t words, phrases, or chunks of language when presented with one-step commands, directions, WH-, choice, or yes/no questions, or statements
with sensory, graphic, or interactive support
t oral language with phonological, syntactic, or semantic errors that often impede meaning when presented with basic oral commands, direct
questions, or simple statements with sensory, graphic, or interactive support

Grade Level Cluster
CAN DO Descriptors
The grade level cluster CAN DO Descriptors have been created by
teachers, primarily for teachers, who work with English language
learners throughout the consortium. During 2007-08, over 900
teachers and administrators participated in refining and validating
five grade level clusters of Descriptors from the original document
spanning the K-12 spectrum. These Descriptors for the four
language domains—listening, speaking, reading, and writing—and
five levels of English language proficiency are based on the WIDA
English Language Proficiency Standards.
Interpretation of the CAN DO Descriptors
To maintain the succinctness of the individual statements, some
basic assumptions need to be made in interpreting the CAN DO
Descriptors.
1. Sensory, graphic, or interactive support are present through
language proficiency level 4, Expanding.
2. English language learners can process or produce the
language associated with the stated language functions.
3. Linguistic complexity, vocabulary usage, and language control
increase incrementally as students move from one English
language proficiency level to the next.
The CAN DO Descriptors are a sampling of the language
expectations of English language learners as they travel along the
continuum of English language development. Unlike the strands of
model performance indicators that scaffold across levels of language
proficiency, the CAN DO Descriptors function independently
within a given level of language proficiency.

Uses for the CAN DO Descriptors
The CAN DO Descriptors are a resource, in addition to the English
language proficiency standards, to use in classrooms with English
language learners. As an instructional assessment tool, language
teachers may:
t 4IBSFUIF%FTDSJQUPSTXJUIDMBTTSPPNUFBDIFSTBOE
administrators to describe the second language acquisition
process around the levels of English language proficiency
t 1SPWJEFSFTPVSDFUFBDIFST TVDIBT5JUMF*PSMJUFSBDZDPBDIFT 
additional information about English language learners
t 6TFUPQMBOXJUIUVUPSTPSNFOUPSTXIPXPSLXJUI&OHMJTI
language learners
t %FWFMPQPSDPEFWFMPQMFTTPOTBOEVOJUTPGTUVEZXJUI
differentiated language objectives
t 4FUMBOHVBHFHPBMTXJUIUIFJS&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFMFBSOFST
t &YQMBJOUPQBSFOUTTUVEFOUTQSPHSFTTJOMJTUFOJOH TQFBLJOH 
reading, and writing
t 4VHHFTUMBOHVBHFHPBMTUPCFJODPSQPSBUFEJOUP*OEJWJEVBM
Education Programs (IEPs) for English language learners with
diagnosed disabilities
t 5SBOTMBUF&OHMJTIMBOHVBHFQSPmDJFODZUFTUTDPSFT JF 
"$$&44GPS&--T¥ 8"15 BOE8*%".0%&- JOUP
classroom practice
t 0CTFSWFBOEOPUFMFWFMTPGTUVEFOUQFSGPSNBODFBTBQSFDVSTPS
to using WIDA Speaking and Writing Rubrics for formative
assessment
t 6TFUIF%FTDSJQUPSTUPBEWPDBUFPOCFIBMGPG&OHMJTIMBOHVBHF
learners
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CAN DO Descriptors: Grade Level Cluster 6-8
For the given level of English language proficiency and with visual, graphic, or interactive support through Level 4, English
language learners can process or produce the language needed to:
Level 2
Beginning

Level 3
Developing

Level 4
Expanding

Level 5
Bridging

t 'PMMPXPOFTUFQPSBM
commands/instructions
t .BUDITPDJBMMBOHVBHFUP
visual/graphic displays
t *EFOUJGZPCKFDUT QFPQMF PS
places from oral statements/
questions using gestures
(e.g., pointing)
t .BUDIJOTUSVDUJPOBM
language with visual
representation (e.g., “Use a
sharpened pencil.”)

t 'PMMPXNVMUJTUFQPSBM
commands/instructions
t $MBTTJGZTPSUDPOUFOUSFMBUFE
visuals per oral descriptions
t 4FRVFODFWJTVBMTQFSPSBM
directions
t *EFOUJGZJOGPSNBUJPOPO
charts or tables based on
oral statements

t $BUFHPSJ[FDPOUFOU
based examples from oral
directions
t .BUDINBJOJEFBTPG
familiar text read aloud to
visuals
t 6TFMFBSOJOHTUSBUFHJFT
described orally
t *EFOUJGZFWFSZEBZFYBNQMFT
of content-based concepts
described orally
t "TTPDJBUFPSBMMBOHVBHFXJUI
different time frames (e.g.,
past, present, future)

t *EFOUJGZNBJOJEFBTBOE
details of oral discourse
t $PNQMFUFDPOUFOUSFMBUFE
tasks or assignments based
on oral discourse
t "QQMZMFBSOJOHTUSBUFHJFTUP
new situations
t 3PMFQMBZ ESBNBUJ[F PS
re-enact scenarios from oral
reading

t 6TFPSBMJOGPSNBUJPOUP
accomplish grade-level tasks
t &WBMVBUFJOUFOUPGTQFFDI
and act accordingly
t .BLFJOGFSFODFTGSPN
grade-level text read aloud
t %JTDSJNJOBUFBNPOH
multiple genres read orally

t "OTXFSZFTOPBOEDIPJDF
questions
t #FHJOUPVTFHFOFSBMBOE
high frequency vocabulary
t 3FQFBUXPSET TIPSUQISBTFT 
memorized chunks
t "OTXFSTFMFDU8)
questions (e.g., “who,”
“what,” “when,” “where”)
within context of lessons or
personal experiences

t $POWFZDPOUFOUUISPVHI
high frequency words/
phrases
t 4UBUFCJHNBJOJEFBTPG
classroom conversation
t %FTDSJCFTJUVBUJPOTGSPN
modeled sentences
t %FTDSJCFSPVUJOFTBOE
everyday events
t &YQSFTTFWFSZEBZOFFETBOE
wants
t $PNNVOJDBUFJOTPDJBM
situations
t .BLFSFRVFTUT

t #FHJOUPFYQSFTTUJNF
through multiple tenses
t 3FUFMMSFQISBTFJEFBTGSPN
speech
t (JWFCSJFGPSBMDPOUFOU
based presentations
t 4UBUFPQJOJPOT
t $POOFDUJEFBTJOEJTDPVSTF
using transitions (e.g.,
“but,” “then”)
t 6TFEJĊFSFOUSFHJTUFSTJOTJEF
and outside of class
t 4UBUFCJHNBJOJEFBTXJUI
some supporting details
t "TLGPSDMBSJmDBUJPO FH 
self-monitor)

t 1BSBQISBTFBOETVNNBSJ[F
ideas presented orally
t %FGFOEBQPJOUPGWJFX
t &YQMBJOPVUDPNFT
t &YQMBJOBOEDPNQBSF
content-based concepts
t $POOFDUJEFBTXJUI
supporting details/evidence
t 4VCTUBOUJBUFPQJOJPOTXJUI
reasons and evidence

t %FGFOEBQPJOUPGWJFXBOE
give reasons
t 6TFBOEFYQMBJONFUBQIPST
and similes
t $PNNVOJDBUFXJUInVFODZ
in social and academic
contexts
t /FHPUJBUFNFBOJOHJOHSPVQ
discussions
t %JTDVTTBOEHJWFFYBNQMFT
of abstract, content-based
ideas (e.g., democracy,
justice)

Level 6 - Reaching

SPEAKING

LISTENING

Level 1
Entering

The CAN DO Descriptors work in conjunction with the WIDA Performance Definitions of the English language proficiency standards. The Performance Definitions use three
criteria (1. linguistic complexity; 2. vocabulary usage; and 3. language control) to describe the increasing quality and quantity of students’ language processing and use across the
levels of language proficiency.

CAN DO Descriptors: Grade Level Cluster 6-8
For the given level of English language proficiency and with visual, graphic, or interactive support through Level 4, English
language learners can process or produce the language needed to:

WRITING

Level 2
Beginning

Level 3
Developing

Level 4
Expanding

Level 5
Bridging

t "TTPDJBUFMFUUFSTXJUITPVOET
and objects
t .BUDIDPOUFOUoSFMBUFE
objects/pictures to words
t *EFOUJGZDPNNPOTZNCPMT 
signs, and words
t 3FDPHOJ[FDPODFQUTPGQSJOU
t 'JOETJOHMFXPSESFTQPOTFTUP
WH- questions (e.g., “who,”
“what,” “when,” “where”)
related to illustrated text
t 6TFQJDUVSFEJDUJPOBSJFT
illustrated glossaries

t 4FRVFODFJMMVTUSBUFEUFYUPG
fictional and non-fictional
events
t -PDBUFNBJOJEFBTJOBTFSJFT
of simple sentences
t 'JOEJOGPSNBUJPOGSPNUFYU
structure (e.g., titles, graphs,
glossary)
t 'PMMPXUFYUSFBEBMPVE FH 
tapes, teacher, paired-readings)
t 4PSUHSPVQQSFUBVHIUXPSET
phrases
t 6TFQSFUBVHIUWPDBCVMBSZ
(e.g., word banks) to
complete simple sentences
t 6TF-UPTVQQPSU- FH 
cognates)
t 6TFCJMJOHVBMEJDUJPOBSJFT
and glossaries

t *EFOUJGZUPQJDTFOUFODFT 
main ideas, and details in
paragraphs
t *EFOUJGZNVMUJQMFNFBOJOHT
of words in context (e.g.,
“cell,” “table”)
t 6TFDPOUFYUDMVFT
t .BLFQSFEJDUJPOTCBTFEPO
illustrated text
t *EFOUJGZGSFRVFOUMZVTFE
affixes and root words to
make/extract meaning (e.g.,
“un-,” “re-,” “-ed”)
t %JĊFSFOUJBUFCFUXFFOGBDU
and opinion
t "OTXFSRVFTUJPOTBCPVU
explicit information in texts
t 6TF&OHMJTIEJDUJPOBSJFTBOE
glossaries

t 0SEFSQBSBHSBQIT
t *EFOUJGZTVNNBSJFTPG
passages
t *EFOUJGZmHVSBUJWFMBOHVBHF
(e.g., “dark as night”)
t *OUFSQSFUBEBQUFEDMBTTJDTPS
modified text
t .BUDIDBVTFUPFĊFDU
t *EFOUJGZTQFDJmDMBOHVBHF
of different genres and
informational texts
t 6TFBOBSSBZPGTUSBUFHJFT
(e.g., skim and scan for
information)

t %JĊFSFOUJBUFBOEBQQMZ
multiple meanings of words/
phrases
t "QQMZTUSBUFHJFTUPOFX
situations
t *OGFSNFBOJOHGSPNNPEJmFE
grade-level text
t $SJUJRVFNBUFSJBMBOE
support argument
t 4PSUHSBEFMFWFMUFYUCZHFOSF

t %SBXDPOUFOUSFMBUFE
pictures
t 1SPEVDFIJHIGSFRVFODZ
words
t -BCFMQJDUVSFTBOEHSBQIT
t $SFBUFWPDBCVMBSZDPODFQU
cards
t (FOFSBUFMJTUTGSPNQSF
taught words/phrases and
word banks (e.g., create
menu from list of food
groups)

t $PNQMFUFQBUUFSOTFOUFODFT
t &YUFOEiTFOUFODFTUBSUFSTw
with original ideas
t $POOFDUTJNQMFTFOUFODFT
t $PNQMFUFHSBQIJDPSHBOJ[FST
forms with personal
information
t 3FTQPOEUPZFTOP DIPJDF 
and some WH- questions

t 1SPEVDFTIPSUQBSBHSBQIT
with main ideas and some
details (e.g., column notes)
t $SFBUFDPNQPVOETFOUFODFT
(e.g., with conjunctions)
t &YQMBJOTUFQTJOQSPCMFN
solving
t $PNQBSFDPOUSBTU
information, events,
characters
t (JWFPQJOJPOT QSFGFSFODFT 
and reactions along with
reasons

t $SFBUFNVMUJQMFQBSBHSBQI
essays
t +VTUJGZJEFBT
t 1SPEVDFDPOUFOUSFMBUFE
reports
t 6TFEFUBJMTFYBNQMFTUP
support ideas
t 6TFUSBOTJUJPOXPSETUPDSFBUF
cohesive passages
t $PNQPTFJOUSPCPEZ
conclusion
t 1BSBQISBTFPSTVNNBSJ[FUFYU
t 5BLFOPUFT FH GPSSFTFBSDI

t $SFBUFFYQPTJUPSZUFYUUP
explain graphs/charts
t 1SPEVDFSFTFBSDISFQPSUT
using multiple sources/
citations
t #FHJOVTJOHBOBMPHJFT
t $SJUJRVFMJUFSBSZFTTBZTPS
articles

Level 6 - Reaching

READING

Level 1
Entering

The CAN DO Descriptors work in conjunction with the WIDA Performance Definitions of the English language proficiency standards. The Performance Definitions use three
criteria (1. linguistic complexity; 2. vocabulary usage; and 3. language control) to describe the increasing quality and quantity of students’ language processing and use across the
levels of language proficiency.
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